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Abstract 
We propose a model for planar carangiform swim- 
ming based on conservative equations for the interac- 
tion of a rigid body and an incompressible fluid. We 
account for the generation of thrust due to vortex shed- 
ding through controlled coupling terms. We investigate 
the correct form of this coupling experimentally with a 
robotic propulsor, comparing its observed behavior to 
that predicted by unsteady hydrodynamics. Our anal- 
ysis of thrust generation by an oscillating hydrofoil al- 
lows us to characterize and evaluate certain families of 
gaits. Our final swimming model takes the form of a 
control-affine nonlinear system. 
1. Introduction and perspective 
Certain fish and marine mammals are arguably su- 
perior to man-made aquatic propulsors in speed, ef- 
ficiency, maneuverability, and/or stealth [lo]. Recent 
efforts to realize pisciform robots have earned celebrity 
focusing on biomimetic design [12]. Parallel efforts to 
model flapping-foil propulsion in a fashion compatible 
with control theory [2] have set the stage for a com- 
prehensive mathematical treatment of pisciform loco- 
motion. Of particular interest to design engineers are 
“carangiform” members of the fish order Percomorphi. 
The term, introduced by Breder [l], applies to mem- 
bers of the family Carangidae and other fish exhibiting 
similar body morphology and propulsive efficiency [7]. 
It is our goal to model the essential features of carangi- 
form swimming in a manner consistent in perspective 
with both modern mechanics and nonlinear control. 
The role of fluid viscosity in carangiform swimming 
is twofold. Clearly, it accounts for the dissipation of en- 
ergy from the swimmer-fluid system. More subtly, how- 
ever, it is the nonzero viscosity of water which resolves 
D’Alembert’s paradox in an aquatic setting and per- 
mits the generation of thrust due to circulation about 
control surfaces. We regard the caudal fin of a carangi- 
form swimmer as a hydrofoil. The shedding of vorticity 
from its trailing edge induces a net circulation about 
conveyed as thrust to the swimmer’s body. 
For the present paper, we choose to neglect certain 
dissipative phenomena inherent to viscous fluids. It is 
our hope that conservative models can accurately pre- 
dict at least the short-time motion of streamlined bod- 
the fin’s perimeter and a hydrodynamic lift which is 
ies through relatively inviscid media. The mechanism 
by which vorticity is shed, however, is as ubiquitous 
among fluids of nonzero viscosity as it is important. 
The caudal fins of nature’s fastest carangiform swim- 
mers are often lunate in profile. The vortex structures 
which evolve around fins of this sort are essentially 
three-dimensional. The mechanism by which thrust is 
developed by such a fin, however, is apparent in any 
cross-section perpendicular to the profile. For simplic- 
ity’s sake, we focus in thxs paper on planar carangiform 
locomotion through incompressible fluids. 
In Section 2, we propose a simple model for the pla- 
nar propulsion of a rigid body coupled to a small hy- 
drofoil. This model is based on elementary hydrody- 
namics, but requires more involved modelling of the 
generation of thrust and the shedding of vorticity on 
the foil itself. In Section 3,  we describe an experimen- 
tal investigation of the self-propulsion of a flapping foil. 
Our laboratory apparatus affords us both the quanti- 
tative assessment of various two-input gaits and the 
visualization of the fluid flow around a swimming foil. 
We compare data from our experiment with the predic- 
tions of a simulation based on unsteady hydrodynamics 
in Section 4. Our simulation allows us to classify cer- 
tain gaits according to their geometric properties; we 
explain the relationships among their observed charac- 
teristics and the elements of our model. We demon- 
strate in Section 5 that our swimming model takes the 
form of a control-affine system with drift. 
2. Planar cararigiform locomotion 
An essential feature of carangiform propulsion is the 
localization of vortex shedding to the trailing edge of 
the caudal fin of the pro]>ulsor. Vorticity is shed there 
in accordance with a Ku tta condition. In constructing 
a model for carangiform locomotion which addresses 
the dynamics of both propulsor and fluid, we begin 
with the interaction of the propulsor’s body with the 
fluid in the large. Neglecting the dissipative effects of 
the fluid’s viscosity, we may treat the fluid as inviscid 
away from the caudal fin. 
We borrow the notion of a substztution vortex 
from [8]. It is demonstrated therein that the flow 
around an aerofoil resembles, to a good approxima- 
tion at distances greater than one chord length, the 
flow around an appropriately located point vortex. The 
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Fig. 1: Section of a louvar 
strength of this vortex corresponds to the circulation 
about the aerofoil. Figure 1 depicts the silhouette of a 
louvar - a representative carangiform swimmer. We 
have marked a cross-section away from the midline of 
the fish; insofar as it affects the animal’s body in the 
plane of this section, the flow about the caudal fin re- 
sembles that due to a point vortex with time-varying 
strength. As circulation is developed about the fin due 
to vortex shedding along its trailing edge, it experi- 
ences a force analogous to aerodynamic lift. This force 
is transferred to the body through the caudal peduncle. 
The narrowness of the carangid’s caudal peduncle justi- 
fies its absence from a representative horizontal section, 
and therefore its absence from our planar model. Our 
prototypical planar carangid is depicted in Figures 1 
and 2. By varying the position ZT and the angle p, 
the swimmer in Figure 1 controls the effective velocity 
and angle of attack of the caudal fin. These, in turn, 
affect the circulation about the fin and the hydrody- 
namic lift L which it experiences. In essence, then, the 
swimmer controls the position x, and strength I’ of the 
substitution vortex shown in Figure 2. 
We define two frames of reference. We denote spatial 
position with respect to the first, a fixed “laboratory” 
frame, by the coordinates (x’, z’). We denote position 
with respect to  the second, fixed in the body, by the 
coordinates (y’ , y2). We will sometimes abuse notation 
and use the symbol z to denote position abstractly. Let 
3 denote the region occupied by the fluid and S the 
surface separating the fluid from the body. 
With respect to the stationary frame, the fluid ve- 
locity field u(x, t )  on 3 satisfies Euler’s equation 
d U  dt + P ( u  ’ Vu) = 0, 
where the symbol P denotes the Hodge projection onto 
that component of its argument which is solenoidal and 
parallel to S on S. Equation (1) is often written in 
terms of the pressure gradient 
V p  = -qu ‘ Vu) = - ( U .  Vu - P ( u .  Vu)); 
the pressure p(x,t) will itself appear nowhere in our 
final equations. 
Taking the curl of (l), we obtain Helmholtz’s vortic- 
ity equation 
where C(x,t) = V x u(x,t) is the vorticity field on F. 
It is to the planar form of this equation that a forc- 
ing term is most easily added to represent local vor- 
tex shedding. If ZK denotes the spatial position of a 
point at which vorticity is shed and I’ the rate at which 
shedding occurs, the scalar vorticity field C(x, t )  must 
satisfy 
where S(.) denotes a Dirac delta function. The sub- 
script K is intended to suggest that vorticity is shed in 
accordance with a Kutta condition. If the symbol I‘ is 
to represent a circulation, we must assign units of in- 
verse length squared to the delta function. Indeed, the 
circulation r(t)  about a planar foil which sheds vortic- 
ity from a single point varies at precisely the rate of 
shedding in this sense. 
In taking the curl of (1), we surrender some knowl- 
edge of the flow field. Solutions to the elliptic 
boundary-value problem which recaptures u(x, t )  from 
C(x,t) are only unique up to an additive gradient vec- 
tor field. Taking the gradient projection of (l), then, 
we obtain the additional equation 
d 
$A) = 0 (4) 
In what follows, we make repeated use of the identity 
L V .  (q5v)dA = k q 5 V  .vdA + k v  .Vq5dA 
where v is a vector field on 3, q5 a real-valued function 
on 3, and n the outward-pointing unit vector normal 
to the surface S. We denote the mass of the body by 
m, its moment of inertia about its center of mass by 
I ,  and the laboratory position of its center of mass by 
(&,, x&). We fix the origin of the coordinate system 
(y’, y2) to this point; we denote the inclination of the 
yl-axis with respect to the xl-axis by 8. We denote the 
fluid density by p .  
The net pressure force on the body in the xi direction 
is given, at any point in time, by 
F,. = - l p ( x ) n . e , ; d S  
c (5) 
= -IF e,, . VpdA, 
where e,, denotes the unit vector in the x i  direction. 
The net pressure moment about the body’s center of 
mass is given by 
M = ]sp(x)(n’y2 - n2y’)dS 
= L ( y 2 , - y 1 )  .VpdA. 
We define the vector y’ = (y2, -y’) for each position 
vector y = (yl, y2) E IR2. 
We denote the position of the substitution vortex 
in the laboratory and body-fixed frames by x, and y,, 
( 6 )  
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Fig. 2: Substitution vortex model 
respectively. As it moves with velocity xu in the former, 
it observes an instantaneous ambient flow velocity of 
U, = u(tv) - xu. The resulting lift force is given by 
L ( t )  = PUV(t) x e 3 W ,  
where L and U, are regarded as vectors in R3 and e3 
refers to the unit vector determining right-handed co- 
ordinates from (xl, xz) or (yl, y2). The lift L is trans- 
ferred to the body in addition to the moment 
qq = YU(t) x L ( t )  
about its center of mass. We obey tradition in regard- 
ing u(xv) to be the flow velocity which would be be 
measured at the point x, in the absence of the singu- 
larity there. 
The complete situation is depicted in Figure 2. We 
collect the equations governing the motion of the body 
through the fluid in Section 5. 
It is worth noting that these equations may, in 
the absence of the substitution vortex, be derived via 
Lagrangian reduction from canonical Euler-Lagrange 
equations on T(SE(2) x Diffv,,i(F)), where the latter 
term in the Cartesian product refers to the manifold of 
volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of the region occu- 
pied by the fluid. Two of the authors present this point 
of view in [5]. 
3. Experimental apparatus 
We have yet to relate changes in the position and 
orientation of the caudal fin to changes in the position 
and strength of the substitution vortex. Equivalently, 
we have yet to model the development of hydrodynamic 
lift on a moving fin. For the present paper, we demon- 
strate the validity of a particular model for the forward 
propulsion of a rectilinearly constrained flapping-foil 
device. 
Figures 3 and 4 depict our experimental apparatus 
from the top and side, respectively. The actuated 
mechanism is intended to exemplify the hind section 
of a planar carangiform swimmer, and is suspended 
from a carriage which is free to translate along the 
two-meter length of our laboratory water tank. The 
apparatus permits independent, software-based control 
of the horizontal angles 9 and $ between the direction 
of translation, a narrow peduncle, and a fin as deep as 
the water in the tank. A Polhemus sensor is mounted 




Fig. 3: The apparatus from the top 
Fig. 4: The apparatus from the side 
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Fig. 5: Measured distame versus time with the pedun- 
cle and fin aligned 
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Fig. 6: Measured velocity versus time with the pedun- 
cle and fin aligned 
We have collected data representing over two hun- 
dred gaits, varying the amplitude and frequency of si- 
nusoidal variations in the peduncle and fin angles and 
the difference in phase between them. Figures 5 and 6 
show the measured displacement and velocity as func- 
tions of time for a gait characterized by alignment of 
the fin and peduncle. We present the measured dis- 
placement versus time for a gait more reminiscent of 
those favored by biological carangids alongside a graph 
predicted computationally in Section 4. 
4. Simulation and Validation 
We use two-dimensional thin-aerofoil theory to de- 
rive a model for the force acting on the caudal fin; we 
are guided in part by the similar approach taken in [a]. 
We assume the fin to propel a body with constant ap- 
parent mass in the direction -x. 
The lift per span on a translating and pitching foil 
with chord length c, translational velocity U ,  and angle 
of attack (Y in an ideal fluid of density p is given [4] by 
3 
L(t) = .irpc[U2(t)(Y(t) + (z - h)CU(t)lY(t) 
L 
1 3h 3c ' (7) 
+ c y -  - -).(t) + -U(t)a( t )] .  
2 4  4 
The symbol h refers to the fractional chord length be- 
tween the leading edge and the pitch axis; we take h = 0 
for forward swimming and h = 1 for backward swim- 
ming. This expression assumes the product of the ro- 
tation rate and the chord length to be small relative to 
U ( t ) .  We refer to the ratio of these quantities as the 
reduced frequency. 
The quantities V ( t )  and a( t )  may be expressed in 
terms of the position and joint angle variables x, 4, 
and ?c, thus: 
Here /ped denotes the length of the peduncle. Care 
must be taken to properly interpret a and its deriva- 
tives when the foil moves backward through the fluid, 
and the trailing edge of the foil becomes the leading 
edge. We find the lift force as a function of x, 4, and $ 
and their derivatives to second order, neglecting higher- 
order derivatives. This force acts perpendicular to the 
instantaneous velocity of the fin; the component 
of the lift in the longitudinal direction x results in an 
acceleration x of the mass. 
In the present simulation we consider only forces re- 
sulting directly from the motion of the foil, and neglect 
wake effects which depend on the time history of the 
motion. This is one promising area for future refine- 
ment of the model. Based on the analyses in [ll] and [3] 
of a similar problem involving a foil which pitches and 
heaves laterally, we anticipate that the effect of the 
wake will be to attenuate and introduce a phase lag to 
the quasi-steady part of the lift. The wake has little 
effect , however, at low reduced frequencies. 
In both simulation and experiment, we focus our at- 
tention on gaits with joint angle trajectories of the form 
$( t )  = Asin(&) 
+(t) + $(t)  = B cos(&). 
We make no claim that gaits of this type represent 
any particular performance optimum in the large set 
of imaginable joint angle trajectories. They have the 
virtue of simplicity, however, and recall the swimming 
of biological carangids. Simulation reveals that many 
gaits of the above form will drive the body either for- 
ward or backward once an initial velocity in the appro- 
priate direction is established. However, for any given 
gait there is an interesting distinction between the two 
directions. 
For a particular gait, there will be one direction of 
travel in which the lateral motion of the leading edge of 
the foil precedes the lateral motion of the trailing edge 
of the foil. This will be the forward or -x direction 
of motion for a gait of the above form with amplitudes 
A and B of different sign; it will be the backward di- 
rection of motion for a gait with A and B of the same 
sign. In this direction of travel, the mass will tend to 
accelerate or decelerate to a steady-state longitudinal 
velocity kss and remain in a neighborhood of that ve- 
locity, with small oscillations in k of period (27r/w).  In 
other words, the gait has a limited steady-state veloc- 
ity in this direction even in the absence of drag. On 
the other hand, if the body moves with the same gait 
but with the sign of k reversed, then the lateral motion 
of the new leading edge (formerly trailing edge) lags 
the lateral motion of the trailing edge (formerly lead- 
ing edge). In this direction of motion, the longitudinal 
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Fig. 7: Oscillation about a steady state velocity for 
4 = 0.7sin(2nt) and (b + II, = -0.7cos(2nt) 
velocity of the body will tend to increase exponentially 
without any limit in the absence of drag. Naturally, 
drag forces will impose some steady-state limit in real- 
ity. 
The reason for this discrepancy in behaviour can be 
seen by considering the way in which the quasi-steady 
part of the lift generates thrust. In order to generate 
propulsive thrust in the right direction, the angle be- 
tween the foil and the centerline must always be smaller 
in magnitude than, or of sign opposite to that of, the 
angle between the instantaneous velocity of the foil and 
the centerline. If the lateral motion of the leading edge 
precedes the lateral motion of the trailing edge, then as 
the longitudinal velocity grows large and the instanta- 
neous velocity vector tends toward the centerline, the 
gait must begin at some point to generate thrust in the 
wrong direction. When the counter-productive thrust 
generated over a single period equals the amount of 
thrust in the right direction, the body settles into a 
steady cycle with constant mean velocity. This is illus- 
trated in Figure 7. On the other hand, if the lateral 
motion of the leading edge lags that of the trailing edge, 
the foil need never generate any counter-productive 
thrust, and the body can accelerate indefinitely (in the 
absence of drag). 
Since the latter sort of gait comes without a built-in 
“speed limit,” one might ask why it is not used more by 
real carangiform fish, which are generally observed to 
move the leading edge of the tail sideways in advance 
of the trailing edge [7]. One answer is that because 
the non-speed-limited gaits involve larger angles of at- 
tack than the speed-limited gaits, a non-speed-limited 
gait will cause the foil to stall or otherwise violate the 
assumptions of our model, especially at low to moder- 
ate longitudinal speeds. We speculate that a swimming 
robot or fish will find it necessary to use a speed-limited 
gait at low speeds, but might later make the transi- 
tion to a non-speed-limited gait. This kind of behavior 
would provide a role for feedback control based on the 
0.9 ‘I 
Fig. 8: Simulated and observed displacement for 4 = 
0.7 sin(2nt) and 4 + II, := -0.7 cos(2nt) 
measured surrounding - h i d  flow, in contrast with the 
kind of open-loop joint trajectories described above. 
When we compare the results of computer simula- 
tion to data from the physical apparatus, we find that 
the model is less realistic at low longitudinal speeds. It 
tends to overpredict thrust at these speeds, suggesting 
that the apparatus will accelerate from rest to a steady 
state more quickly than it does in reality. However, 
the model does appear to do a good job of predicting 
the steady-state motion of the system, as illustrated in 
Figure 8. It is not really surprising, given the underly- 
ing assumption of a small reduced frequency, that our 
model should be more successful at higher velocities 
than when the body is near rest. 
5. The model as a control system 
We now express the equations from Section 2 as a 
control system. We treat as inputs ri the quantities 
xh, x:, and I?. In practice, we are likely to influence 
y,, rather than xu directly, and input controls at the 
level of accelerations, but these represent simple and 
obfuscating algebraic adjustments. Though the ex- 
perimental apparatus described in Section 3 permits 
only two controls, it i:i easy to imagine a practical 
pisciform robot with additional articulation. Further- 
more, though the hydrofoil model developed in Sec- 
tion 4 includes nonlinear terms which involve higher 
time-derivatives of 4, $1, and 2, these nonlinearities 
take significant effect only when the system is near rest. 
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Combining the results of Section 2, we write 
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&(JF e,l . G(u . V u ) d A  + p r u ( q , )  . e,z) 
L(J” m e,z . G(u . V u ) d A  - p r u ( x u )  . e,l) 
Recall that Fu(;c , t )  is determined by <(;c,t), and that 
u ( x , t )  = p u ( x , t )  + G u ( x , t ) ;  it follows that the above 
system of equations is in standard control-affine form. 
6. Future work 
A task immediately at hand is the control analysis 
of (8). In practice, our control efforts target only the 
variables xtm and Q and (perhaps) their time deriva- 
tives; we do not care how the fluid evolves per se. The 
situation recalls the projected accessibility studied by 
two of the authors in [B]. 
Though the generic model proposed in Sections 2 
and 5 is amenable to fully planar locomotion, we have 
only verified the hydrofoil model from Section 4 in a re- 
stricted setting. The experimental apparatus described 
in Section 3 constrains the point about which the pe- 
duncle pivots to  move rectilinearly. We are presently 
constructing an apparatus which will provide complete 
planar mobility to our robotic propulsor. 
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The continuous acceleration observed for some simu- 
lated gaits is nonphysical, an artifact of our neglecting 
the dissipative effects of fluid viscosity. The inclusion of 
dissipation will improve both our hydrofoil model and 
our more abstract swimming model, and we intend to  
pursue its integration into both. In the latter case, we 
may introduce viscous dissipation to  (3) as it is added 
to (2) to obtain the compatibility equation 
Here v represents the kinematic viscosity [9]. 
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